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Abstract: In this paper we consider the generalized distance, present a generalization of 
quasi-contraction fixed point theorem on a complete metric space and prove a common fixed point 
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Introduction and preliminary: 
 The concepts of Tataru's distance and w -distance were first introduced respectively by Tataru in (1992) and 
Kada et al., in (1996). Then other mathematicians applied these concepts to study and improve Caristi's fixed 
point theorem, generalization of Ekeland's variational principal, Hamilton-Jacobi equation, the nonconvex 
minimization theorem according Takahashi and several fixed point theorems for contractive mapping with respect 
to w -distanc, See (Suzuki 1996: Suzuki 1997: Suzuki and Takahashi, 1996: Shioji Suzuki and Takahashi 1998: 
Takahashi 1991: Tataru 1992). In 2001 Suzuki introduced the concept of  -distance on a metric space, which 
was a generalization of both w -distance and Tataru's distance Tataru in (1992) and discussed its properties and 
proved some fixed point theorems concerning  -distance, see (Suzuki 2001: 2004). Throughout this paper using 
the notion of  -distance we prove a generalization quasi-contraction fixed point theorems ( C iri c , 1974) and 
present a common fixed point theorem for weakly compatible mappings. 
At first we recall some definitions and lemmas which will be used later. 
  
Definition 1.1:  
 A mapping )[0,:  XXp  is called w -distance if it satisfies, 

),(),(),()( 1 zypyxpzxpw   for all ;,, Xzyx   

pw )( 2  is lower semicontinuous in its second variable; i.e. if a sequence }{ ny  in X  converges to ,Xy  

then ).,(liminf),( nn yxpyxp   

)( 3w for each 0>  there exist 0>  such that ),( xzp  and ),( yzp imply .),( yxd   

  
Definition 1.2:  
 (Suzuki, 2001) Let X  be a metric space with metric d . A function )[0,:  XXp  is called 
-distance on X  if there exist a function )[0,)[0,: X  such that the following are satisfied: 

),(),(),()( 1 zypyxpzxp   for all ;,, Xzyx   

0=,0)()( 2 x  and ttx ),(  for all Xx  and )[0,t , and   is concave and continuous in it's 

second variable; 

xxnn =lim)( 3  and 0=}:)),(,({suplim nmxzpz mnnn  , imply 

),(liminf),( nn xwpxwp   for all ;Xw  

0=}:),({suplim)( 4 nmyxp mnn   and 0=),(lim nnn tx , imply 0;=),(lim nnn ty  

0=)),(,(lim)( 5 nnnn xzpz   and 0=)),(,(lim nnnn yzpz , imply 0.=),(lim nnn yxd  

It can be replaced )( 2  by the following .)( 2   

0=0}>:),({inf)( 2 ttx   for all Xx , and   is nondecreasing in its second variable. 

If p  be a w -distance on the metric space ),( dX  we define )[0,)[0,: X  by ttx =),( , for 

all Xx . It is easy to see that p  is a  -distance on metric space X . 
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Let ),( dX  be a metric space and p  be a  -distance on X . A sequence }{ nx  in X  is called p -Cauchy 

if there exists a function )[0,)[0,: X  satisfying )( 2 - )( 5  and a sequence nz  in X  such that 

0=}:)),(,({suplim nmxzpz mnnn  .  

 
 The following lemmas are essential for next sections. 
 
Lemma 1.3:  

 (Suzuki, 2001) Let ),( dX  be a metric space and p  be a  -distance on X . If }{ nx  is a p -Cauchy 

sequence, then it is a Cauchy sequence. Moreover if }{ ny  is a sequence satisfying 

0,=}>:),({suplim nmyxp mnn  then }{ ny  is also p -Cauchy sequence and 0.=),(lim nnn yxd   

 
Lemma 1.4:  

 (Suzuki, 2001) Let ),( dX  be a metric space and p  be a  -distance on X . If }{ nx  in X  satisfies 

0=),(lim nn xzp  for some Xz , then nx  is a p -Cauchy sequence. Moreover if }{ ny  in X  also 

satisfies 0,=),(lim nn yzp  then 0.=),(lim nnn yxd  In particular, for ,,, Xzyx   0=),( xzp  and 

0=),( yzp  imply .= yx   

 
Lemma 1.5:  

 (Suzuki, 2001) Let ),( dX  be a metric space and p  be a  -distance on X . If a sequence }{ nx  in X  

satisfies 0=}>:),({suplim nmxxp mnn , then }{ nx  is a p -Cauchy sequence. Moreover, if }{ ny  in X  

satisfies 0,=),(lim nnn yxp  then }{ ny  is also p -Cauchy sequence and 0.=),(lim nnn yxd   

 Inspire of C`iric`, (1971) we present the following definition  
 
Definition 1.6:  
([11]) Let ),( dX  be a metric space, p  be a  -distance on X , f  and g  be selfmappings on X  and 

)()( XfXg  . we say g  is a quasi-contraction mapping with respect to ),( fp  if there exist a constant 

(0,1)  such that for every Xyx ,  
  

),(.),( yxMgygxp p
                     

                                                (1.1) 

 
 where  
 

)}.,(),,(),,(),,(),,({max=),( gxfypgyfypgyfxpgxfxpfyfxpyxM p                       
  (1.2) 

 

 If XIf =  be identity map on X  then we say g  is a quasi-contraction mapping with respect to .p  If 

dp =  and XIf =  be the identity map on X  then g  is called quasi-contraction mapping.  

  
Remark 1.7: 

 For every ,XE   we define }.,:),({=)( EyxyxpsupEp   

Let f  and g  be selfmappings on X  such that )()( XfXg   and Xx 0  be arbitrary, then there exist 

Xx 1  such that )(=)( 10 xfxg . By induction we have a sequence }{ nx  such that )(=)( 1nn xfxg . Set 

)(= nn xgy . Then we define  

,...}.,,{=)(},,...,,{=);( 2100100 yyyxOyyynxO n  

 
Main results: 
 Throughout this section always ),( dX  is a complete metric space and p  is a  -distance on it. Now we 
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are going to prove a common fixed point theorem for quasi-contraction mapping with respect to ),( fp . But at 

first we prove the following Lemma which will be used in our proof.  
 
Lemma 2.1:  

 Let ),( dX  be a metric space, p  be a  -distance on X , Xx 0  and f  and g  be selfmappings 

on X  such that g  is quasi-contraction mapping with respect to ).,( fp  If we choose inductively Xxn   

such that )(=)( 1nn xfxg  for 0n and put )(= nn xgy , Then }{ ny  is a Cauchy sequence.  

 
Proof: 
Let Nn  and Nji ,  with nji , , then,  

),(),( jipji xxMyyp   

)},(),,(),,(),,(),,({max ijjjjiiiji yfxpyfxpyfxpyfxpfxfxp  

)},(),,(),,(),,(),,({max 111111 ijjjjiiiji yypyypyypyypyyp    

)).;(( 0 nxOp
 

 
 It follows that, there exist Nlk ,  with nlk ,  such that  

)}.,(),,(),,({=));(( 00000 yypyypyypmaxnxO lkp  

 Moreover we have,  
 

),,(),,(),,({max),( 1111 jiiijiji yypyypyypyyp   )},(),,( 11 ijjj yypyyp                 
(2.1) 

 
 

If ),(=));(( 000 yypnxOp  then ),()(1));(( 0
1

0 op yypnxO   . If ),(=));(( 00 kp yypnxO  

then by triangular inequality we have  

),(),(),(=));(( 1100 kokp yypyypyypnxO   

and hence ),()(1));(( 10
1

0 yypnxOp
  . If ),(=));(( 00 yypnxO lp  with similar computation we 

have ).,()(1));(( 01
1

0 yypnxOp
   Thus in any cases and for any ,Nn   

)),,(),(),(()(1));(( 011000
1

0 yypyypyypnxOp    

 which implies  

)).,(),(),(()(1))(( 011000
1

0 yypyypyypxOp    

 With successively applying (2.1) we have 

}21,3:),({max),( 2
1 njnninyypyyp jinn    

}1,21:),({max... 2 njniyyp ji
n    

 which implies  

),()(1))((),( 0
11

0
1

1 xaxOyyp n
p

n
nn


    (2.2) 

 where ).,(),(),((=)( 011000 yypyypyypxa o   Now if nm >  then  

),(...),(),(),( 1211 mmnnnnmn yypyypyypyyp    

),(= 1

1

0=




 knkn

nm

k

yyp  

)()(1 0
1

1

0=

xakn
nm

k




    

).()(1 0
2 xan    

 Thus  
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).()(1),( 0
2 xayyp n

mn
                                                                           (2.3) 

 

 Hence 0,=}>:),({suplim nmyyp mnn  and by Lemmas (1.3) and (1.5) }{ ny  is a Cauchy sequence.  

 
Remark 2.2:  

 If }{ ny  is a Cauchy sequence in a complete metric space X  then it converges to a point as Xy . Then 

by )( 3  we have 

).()(1),(liminf),( 0
2 xayypyyp n

mnmn


     

  
Theorem 2.3:  
 Let ),( dX  be a complete metric space, p  be a  -distance on X . Let f  and g  be commuting 

selfmappings on X  and g  be quasi-contraction mapping with respect to );,( fp  moreover if gyfy =  for 

some ,Xy  then f  and g  have a unique common fixed point, namely z , and 0.=),( zzp   

 
Proof:  
 By (2.1) and gyfy =  we have  

),,(=),(),( gygypyyMgygyp p   

hence 0.=),( gygyp  Similarly, by commutativity of f  and g  we get 0=),( 22 ygygp . Also by (2.1),  

)},(),,({),( 222 gyygpyggypmaxyggyp   

and  

)},,(),,({),( 222 gyygpyggypmaxgyygp   

hence 0.=)},(),,({ 22 gyygpyggypmax  So by Lemma (1.4) we have .= 2 yggy  Now, 

gyyggfyfgy === 2  so gy  is a common fixed point for f  and g . Let u  be in X  such that 

ugufu == , by Definition 1.6 we have  

),,(=)},(),,({),(=),( gugupgufupfufupmaxgugupuup   

so 0.=),( uup  Put ,= zgy  then by Definition 1.6 and hypothesis we have  

)},(),,({),(=),( uzpzupmaxgzgupzup   

and  
)},(),,({),(=),( uzpzupmaxgugzpuzp   

hence 0.=)},(),,({ zupuzpmax  Therefore 0=),(=),(=),( uzpzupuup , so by Lemma (1.4) 
.= zu   

 
Corollary 2.4:  

 Let ),( dX  be a complete metric space, p  be a  -distance on X .Let f  and kg , for some positive 

integer k , be commuting selfmappings on X  and kg  be quasi-contraction mapping with respect to );,( fp  

moreover if ygfy k=  for some ,Xy  then f  and g  have a unique common fixed point, namely z , 

and 0.=),( zzp   

 
 
Proof:  

 By Theorem 2.3. f  and kg  have common fixed point, z . Now we have 

)(=))((=))(( zgzggzgg kk , which implies )(==)( zfzzg , by uniqueness.  

 
Corollary 2.5:  
 Let ),( dX  be a complete metric space, p  be a  -distance on X . Let f  and g  be commuting 

selfmappings on X  and g  be a quasi-contraction mapping with respect to );,( fp  moreover for every 
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Yy  with )()( ygyf  , 0.>}:),(),({inf Xxgxfxpyfxp   Then f  and g  have a common 

fixed point, namely z , and 0.=),( zzp   

 
Proof:  

 Let Xx 0  be arbitrary and }{ nx  be a sequence as in Lemma 2.1, so we have ),(=)( 1 nn xgxf   

)(= nn xgy  and yynn =lim . We claim that gyfy = . If gyfy   by Remark 2.2. and (2.2) we get  

}:),(),({inf<0 Xxgxfxpyfxp   

}:),(),({inf Nngxfxpyfxp nnn   

0.=}:{inf.))(1()(1 22
0 Nnxa n   

 
 
 Which is a contradiction. So gyfy = . Now, by Theorem 2.3, we have the result.  

 
Theorem 2.6:  
 Let ),( dX  be a complete metric space, p  be a  -distance on X .Let g  be a quasi-contraction 

selfmapping on X  respect to p , satisfying:  

0.>}:),(),({inf Xxgxxpyxp   

for every Xy  with yyg )( . Then g  have a unique fixed point, namely z , and 0.=),( zzp   

 
Proof:  

 Let 0x  in X  be arbitrary and )(= 0xgx n
n  for every Nn  . by substitution XIf =  in Lemma 2.1. 

}{ nx  is a Cauchy sequence and it converges to a point Xy  as n . If gyy   By Remark 2.2, (2.2), 

(2.3) and hypothesis we have;  
}:))(,(),({inf<0 Xxxgxpyxp   

}:))(,(),({inf Nnxgxpyxp nnn   

0.=}:{inf))(1()(1 22
0 Nnxa n   

 
 
 Which is a contradiction.Now by uniqueness we have the result.  
 
Definition 2.7:  

 Let R  denote the set of non-negative real numbers,, Let G  be the family of all continuous functions 

,)(: 5   RRf  where ),[0,= R  satisfies the following properties: 

(1) f  is upper semi-continuous non-decreasing in each variable; 

(2) },{min),,,,( vuvwvuwvuf   , },,{min),,,,( vwuwvuuwvuf   

},{min),,,,( wuwuvuuvuf   for all .,, Rwvu   

 The following Lemma easily can be proved,see (Singh and Meade, 1977)  
 
Lemma 2.8:  

 If Gf  we define   RR:  by );,,,,(=)( 321 tttttft   where 6.=321    For 

every 0>t , tt <)(  if and only if 0=)(lim tn
n , where n  denotes the n-times composition of .   

  
Example 2.9:  

Let we define,   RRf 5)(:  by  











.},,,,,{min
2

1
,0,

=),,,,(
154321

15

54321 otherwisetttttt

tt
tttttf  
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Then .Gf  

 
Definition 2.10:  
 Let A  and S  be selfmappings on .X  A  and S  are said to be compatible (Junck, 1986) if 

0=),(lim nnn ASxSAxd  

whenever }{ nx  is a sequence in such that 

xAxSx nnnn =lim=lim   

for some x  in X . A  and S  are said to be weakly compatible (Junck and Rhoades, 1998) if they commutes 

at coincidence points. We note that the coincidence points of A  and S  is  
)}.(=)(:{= xSxAXxM   

 
 Now we are going to present a common fixed point theorem for weakly compatible mappings .The following 
lemmas are used to prove our main theorem.  
 
Lemma 2.11:  
 Let SBA ,,  and T  be selfmappings of X  and p  be a  -distance on X . Let ),( SA  and ),( TB  

be weakly compatible pairs of selfmappings of ),( dX  satisfies the following conditions:  

)()(       ),()( XSXBXTXA                                                                      (2.4) 

 and  
),(),,(()},(),,({ SxAxpTySxpfAxBypByAxpmax  )),(),,(),,(, SxBypTyAxpTyByp     (2.5)  

 for all Xyx , , where Gf . Let 0x  be an arbitrary point in X , by (2.4), we choose a point 1x  such 

that 01 = AxTx  , then there exist }{ ny  in X  such that if nnn syyp =),( 1  and 

1,2,3,...=,=),( 1 ntyyp nnn ; then the sequences }{ ns  and }{ nt  converge to zero.  

 
Proof: 

 For the point 1x , there exists a point 2x  in X  such that 12 = BxSx  and so on. Continuing in this 

manner, we can find a sequence }{ ny  in X  as following:  

 

1,2,3,...=   ,==   and   == 2212121222 nSxBxyTxAxy nnnnnn                            
 (2.6) 

 

 By substituting 122 =,= nn xyxx  in (2.5) we have  

 

),(),,(()},(),,({ 22122212122 nnnnnnnn SxAxpTxSxpfAxBxpBxAxpmax    

)),(),,(),,(, 2121221212 nnnnnn SxBxpTxAxpTxBxp   

hence 

)},(),,({ 212122 nnnn yypyypmax   

)).,(),,(),,(),,(),,(( 121222212122212  nnnnnnnnnn yypyypyypyypyypf  

By triangle inequality :  

),(),(),( 21212222 nnnnnn yypyypyyp   .= 22 nn ts   

  

),(),(),( 1222121212   nnnnnn yypyypyyp .= 212 nn ss   
 
 Since f  is non-decreasing in each coordinate, so  

).,,,,(},{ 2122212221212 nnnnnnnnn sstssstfstmax    

 By Definition 2.5.(2) we have,  

},{min},{ 221212 nnnn ststmax   

therefore  
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nnnn sstt 212212                                                                        
 (2.7) 

 also   

.      212212 nnnn stts                                                                 
 (2.8) 

 

 By similar manner, if we substitute 1222 =,=  nn xyxx  in (2.5) we have  

}.,{min},{ 12122222   nnnn ststmax  

Therefore   
 

12221222         nnnn sstt
                                                            

 (2.9) 

 also   

.      12221222   nnnn stts
                                                         

  (2.10) 

 

 Therefore }{ ns  and }{ nt  are non-increasing sequences in R , so they are convergent. By (2.7), 

(2.8),(2.9) and (2.10) we have .lim=lim nnnn ts  Now by (2.5); 

 

),(=),(= 12122 BxAxpyyps  

)),(),,(),,(),,(),,(( 2112112212 SxBxpTxAxpTxBxpSxAxpTxSxpf  

)),(),,(),,(),,(),,(( 1102011101 yypyypyypyypyypf  

),,,,( 11121111 tsssstssf   

),,,,( 01101011 ssssssssf   

).(=),2,2,,2( 000000 ssssssf   

 Continuing these process we have, ),( 0
2 ss n

n
   if n  be even and ),( 1

2 ss n
n

   if n  be odd. Then 

by Lemma 2.6 we have: 

0.=)(lim=)(lim=lim 1
2222 sss n

no
n

nnn
 


   

 
Lemma 2.12:  

 The sequences }{ ny  defined in Lemma 2.9 is a p-Cauchy sequence in X .  

 
Proof:  

 We show 0=}:),({limsup nmyyp mnn   and by Lemma 1.3. }{ ny  will be a p-Cauchy sequence. It 

suffices to show that it is true when mn,  be even, because if n  or m  be odd we can write  

),,(=),(),(),( 111 mnnmnnnmn yyptyypyypyyp    

if n  be odd and m  be even . 
also; 

,),(=),(),(),(),( 111111 nmnnmmnnnmn syyptmyypyypyypyyp    

if both of n  and m  be odd. 

Since 0=lim=lim nnnn ts  we have the result. Let 0>  be arbitrary. We claim that there is a even integer 

k2 , such that for each nm,22  with knm 2>2>2   

.),( 22 mn yyp  

This shows that if kn >  then .}>:),({sup nmyyp mn  Since 0>  is arbitrary we will have 

0.=}>:),({limsup nmyyp mnn  Suppose that it is not valid, so there is an 0>  such that for each even 

,2k  there exist even integers )(2 km  and )(2 kn  with kknkm 2)(2>)(2   such that  

 

.>),( )(2)(2 kmkn yyp
                                                                 

  (2.11) 
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 For each even integer k2 , let )(2 km  be the least even integer exceeding )(2 kn  satisfying (2.10), that is,  

 

.>),(and),( )(2)(22)(2)(2  kmknkmkn yypyyp                                         
  (2.12) 

 
 Then for each even integer ,2k  we have  

),( )(2)(2 kmkn yyp  

).,(),(),( )(21)(21)(22)(22)(2)(2 kmkmkmkmkmkn yypyypyyp    

So by Lemma 2.9. we have,  
 

 kyyp kmkn as),( )(2)(2                                                         (2.13) 

 
Triangle inequality yields that  

),(),(),( )(21)(21)(2)(2)(2)(2 kmkmkmknkmkn yypyypyyp    

or  

),(),(),( )(21)(21)(2)(2)(2)(2 kmkmkmknkmkn yypyypyyp    

similarly  

),(),(),( 1)(2)(2)(2)(21)(2)(2   kmkmkmknkmkn yypyypyyp  

so we have  

)},(),,({max|),(),(| 1)(2)(2)(21)(21)(2)(2)(2)(2   kmkmkmkmkmknkmkn yypyypyypyyp  

or  

},{max|),(),(| )(2)(21)(2)(2)(2)(2 kmkmkmknkmkn tsyypyyp    

So by Lemma 2.9. and (2.12) we conclude , as k   

.),(),( 1)(21)(21)(2)(2    kmknkmkn yypyyp  (2.14) 

 Therefore by (2.5) and (2.6) we have  
 

),(),(),( )(21)(21)(2)(2)(2)(2 kmknknknkmkn yypyypyyp    

),( )(21)(21)(2 kmknkn AxBxpt    

),(),,(( )(2)(21)(2)(21)(2 kmkmknkmkn SxAxpTxSxpft    

),(),,(),,(, )(21)(21)(2)(21)(21)(2 kmknknkmknkn SxBxpTxAxpTxBxp   

),(),,(( 1)(2)(2)(21)(21)(2   kmkmknkmkn yypyypft  

),(),,(),,(, 1)(21)(2)(2)(2)(21)(2  kmknknkmknkn yypyypyyp  

 
 Since f  is upper semi-continuous, as k , by Lemma 2.9, equations (2.12), (2.13) and (2.14) be 

concluded that  
,<)(),,0,0,(   f  

 which is contradiction.Therefor we have done and }{ ny  is a p-Cauchy sequence.  

Our main result for a complete metric space with a  -distance is: 
Theorem 2.13:  
 Let ),( dX  be a complete metric space. Let p  be a  -distance on X  and ),( SA  and ),( TB  be 

weakly compatible mappings on X  satisfying the conditions (2.4) and (2.5). Then SBA ,,  and T  have a 

unique common fixed point in X .  
 
Proof:  

 By Lemma 2.10. }{ ny  is a Cauchy sequence in X , Since X  is complete, so there exists a point z  in 

X  such that .=lim zynn   therefore we have:  
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.=lim=lim=lim=lim 2212122 zSxBxTxAx n
n

n
n

n
n

n
n










 

Since ),()( XSXB   and ),()( XTXA   there exist points Xvu ,  such that .== TvSuz  By ( 3 ) 

we have  

),(liminf),(0 mn
m

n yypzyp


  

0=),(limsup mn
m

yyp


  

 So for any positive integer n , 0.=),( zyp n  By (2.5) and Gf  we have  

),(=),( 1212 AzBxpAzyp nn   

)),(),,(),,(),,(),,(( 1212121212 SzBxpTxAzpTxBxpSzAzpTxSzpf nnnnn   

)),(),,(),,(),,(),,((= 12221212 SzypyAzpyypSzAzpySzpf nnnnn   

;=),( 12212  nnn Syyp  

 Therefore 0=),(lim 12 Azyp nn   so 0.=),(limsup 12 Azyp nn   Now Lemma(1.3) shows that 

0=),(lim 12 Azyd nn   hence  

.==)( zAzSu  

 With similar calculation 0=),(lim 12 Auyp nn   and we have  

.=== zAzAuSu  
 Since ),( SA  are weakly compatible mappings on ,X  then zSzSAuASu ===  and therefore 

.== zSzAz  On the other hand we have  

),(=),( 22 BzAxpBzyp nn  

)),(),,(),,(),,(),,(( 22222 nnnnn BxBzpTzAxpTzBzpSxAxpTzSxpf  

)),(),,(),,(),,(),,((= 12212212  nnnnn yBzpTzypTzBzpyypTzypf  

;=),( 12122  nnn Syyp  

 Therefore 0.=),(lim 2 Bzyp nn   Now by Lemma(1.3) 0=),(lim 2 Bzyd nn   hence  

.==)( zBzTv  

 In the similar manner 0=),(lim 2 Bvyp nn   and we have  

.=== zBzTvBv  
Since ),( TB  are weakly compatible mappings on ,X  so  

.==== zTzBzTBvBTv  
 This complete the proof.  
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